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FOREWORD

This report summarizes the work completed by Battelle-Northwest for

the U.S. Bureau of Mines under Contract Number HO720027. The program

director is D. E. Rasmussen and principal investiators are A. K. Postma,

J. D. Smith and D. S. Trent.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A CONCEPT FOR A HIGH CAPACITY

PNEUMATIC CONVEYING SYSTEM EMPLOYING A FLUID ATTACHMENT DEVICE

FOR USE IN UNDERGROUND EXCAVATION

to

U.S. BUREAU OF MINES

CONTRACT NUMBER H0220027

INTRODUCTION

This report describes the work completed during the course of a pro-

gram carried out by Battelle-Northwest for the U.S. Bureau of Mines. The

objective of this research program was to develop a mathematical model to

describe the fluid mechanics of a Coanda eductor. A satisfactory model

will serve as a tool in design of Cnanda eductors for pneumatic conveying

of excavated rock materials.

The possible use of a Coanda eductor for pneumatic transport was sug-

;ested by preliminary experiments carried Gut at Battelle-Northwest. A

small model was found to be highly effec;ive in entraining granular mate-

rials and discussions with personnel from the U.S. Bureau of Mines led

to the current interest in assessing the potential use of such an eductor

in transporting rock in underground excavations.

The term "Coanda" derives from the Romanian-born engineer ramed

Henri Coanda. Henri Coanda nearly suffered an early demise as a result

of unexpected flow along exhaust deflector plates he had installed on a

wooden airplane powered by a type of jet engine. Instead of deflecting

the exhaust gas away from the wooden fuselage, installed deflector plates

were actually sucking the flames toward it. Coanda survived this mishap,

and spent much of the remainder of his life studying the curious attach-

ment phenomena which accompany flow along solid surfaces. Most of the

scientific effort devoted to attached or "Coanda" flow has been directed

to the use of the phenomenon in vehicle propulsion.

Use of the fluid attachment principle in an eductor is attractive

because of very simple mechanical designs which are possible, and more

importantly, because of the possibility of designing eductors with large

i1
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throat openings free from obstructions. These advantages are of Doten-

tially great importance in pneumatic conveying of solids. This problem

had not been studied previously to an appreciable extent. The approach

taken in the present study is to develop a mathematical model which ade-

quately describes fluid flow in Coanda eductors. The merits for using a

Coarda eductvr in a specific case can then be judged from eductors designed

to meet specific requirements of flow rate and pressure drop.

SUMMARY

A 12-month program with the objective to develop a mathematical model

of fluid flow in Coanda eductors is complete. Tasks which were completed

include writing a detailed program Dlan, reviewing available technical

literature, making a comparison of performance of Coanda eductors with

other momentum transfer methods, adaptation of a numerical computer pro-

gram for solving the differential equation of fluid flow for axial symmetric

flow, and experimental measurements 3f flow fields in model eductors.

Many studies of wall jet flow have been performed for two-dimensional

flow over fiat dnd curved surfaces. The experimental and theoretical data

that were available, however, did not apply directly to flow in cylindrical,

axisymnetriz geometries of interest for the Coanda eductor.

Comparison of the Coanda eductor with other types of momentum trans-

fe. devices indicated that the chief advantages offered by this eductor

lie in its extreme mechanical simplicity, and in its large open throat.

Energy requirements for thp Coanda eductor are expected to be hiqher than

for mechanical systems such as conveyers or pneumatic conveyors with air-

lock feeders. Energy requirements are expected to be equivalent to those

for presently available ejectors.

Thre2 approaches to building a mathematical model for the flow field

were considered. These included model theory based on dimensional analysis,

similarity theory, and numerical solution of the time-smoothed Navier-

Stokes equations. A decision was made to pursue the latter approach

because it can provide the most detailed description of the flow field with
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the least amount of experimental data. An existing computer code which

solves the Navier-Stokes equations for flows having axial symmetry was

modified to calculate the flow field for a Coanda eductor. This computer

code has provided theoretical predictions of velocity profiles and center-

line pressures for air flow through Coanda eductors. While the theoret-

ical profiles have shown qualitative similari~y to those obtained experi-

mentally, it is apparent that the detailed flow structure is not correctly

described by the model. An improved model will require addition of a

calculatioiaal scheme for evaluating the turbulent eddy viscosity at each

nodal point.

An experimental apparatus was designed and fabricated to provide data

on pressure drop, entrained flow, and velocity profiles for several geome-

tries. The experimental data was used to test the validity of the mathe-

matical model and to provide input regarding numerical values of eddy

viscosity.

CONCLUSIO14S AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following conclusions are supported by the work completed.

Coanda eductors possess potential advantages compared to alternate

ejectors and other momentum transfer devices. The advantages are

primarily related to the simplicity of the mechanical design, and the

flow characteristics. These allow for passage of large aggregate

particles without plugging, lead to automatic termination of feed

input when pressure drop increases in the transport pipe (automatic

- clearing of incipient blockage situation), and result in highly reli-
I

able operation in underground applications.

* Experimental studies, designed primarily to support a theoretical

modelling effort, have demonstrated that crushed rock can be conveyed

at high rates by means of a Coanda eductor (.etailed results snown

on page 73).

3



* A fully satisfactory theoretical model was not achieved. The weak

element in the theoretical model developed was the lack of a calcula-

tional scheme to predict turbulent eddy viscosities at each nodal

point. Development of a computational scheme to do this was beyond

the scope of the present contract.

*It is recommended that the development effort to apply Coanda eductors

underground be continued. The next step appears to be the develop-

ment of an eddy viscosity model (such models have become state-of-the-

art during the past year, see page 37) which would eliminate the weak

element in the present mathematical model. Subsequent effort would be

the underground demonstration of optimum-designed devices.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Literature on the Coanda effect was reviewed with the purpose of

gathering information which would support the present Coanda eductor

study. A bibliography of the literature reviewed is included as

Appendix B. The review revealed that very little information is avail-

able concerning wall jet behavior in geometries with cylindrical symme-

try. A number of studies, both theoretical and experimental, have dealt

with two-dimensional flow over flat and curved surfazes. In addition, a

relatively large body of information has been developed for ejectors

(or jet pumps) which entrain fluid by flowing primary air through a tube

centered in a larger mixing tube. For the Coanda eductor, the primary

air is introduced through an annular slit, and becomes attached to the

inlet surfice prior to entry into a mixing zone. Geometries for the

two eductors are similar downstream from the entry to mixing section,

hence information developed for this region in ejectors should apply to

the Coanda eductor. The following paragraphs briefly describe the infor-

mation obtained from the literature search.

Studies of ejectors have included both theoretical ard experimental

approaches. Theoretical studies consist of the one-dimensional approach,

with details of the fluid mechanics typically being neglected. Reversible

4



thermodynamics have been assumed along with equations of state for the

fluids. Thus, the theoretical analyses establish an upper limit to per-

formance, but shed little light on how to design Coanda eductors to

achieve the maximum performance. Experimental studies with air ejectors

have shown optimum designs. The length-to-diameter ratio for the mixing

section is found to be near 7. The optimum angle of divergence in the

outlet diffuser is found to be in the 70 to 100 range. Because of the

similarity in geometry, these optimum parameters would be expected to

apply to the Coanda eductor.

Attachment of air jets to surfaces has been the subject of a number

of experimental studies. Applications have been directed primarily

toward fluidic amplifiers and to aircraft propulsion. Jet attachment has

been studied as a function of jet width, step height, and angle of inclina-

tion of attachment surface compared to the slit. From the results one can

predict the distance of attachment as a function of these conditions.

Several studies have focused on the effect of curvature on detachment and

fluid entrainment. Entrainment increases with increasing curvature where

curvature is defined as the reciprocal of the radius of curvature (I/R).

From these -esults, one would expect that the greatest entrainment ratios

could be obtained by using large curvature upstream from the constant area

mixing secti),a of the Coanda eductor. On the other hand, the largest

pressures could likely be developed using inlet surfaces which employed

less curvature.

To date, the most realistic theoretical approaches have relied on

similarity theory to simplify the flow equations, thus permitting

solution. This similarity approach appears to be quite successful in

predicting the flow field for flat and curved two-dimensional flows.

Similarity has not been applied to the axisymmetric case of interest in

the Coanda eductor.

Several e2xamples of reported results are briefly discussed here.

Figure I shows the results of Bourque and Newman(I) for reattachment of a

jet to an inclined plane. The minimum length of plate required to cause

spontaneous attachment is shown as the upper curve. The maximum angle at

5
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which spontaneous attachment occurs is approximately 500. Once the jet

becomes attached, however, a hysteresis effect becomes evident since

attachment can be maintained up to about 650.

Experimental data on entrainment for jet flow along the surface of a

cylinder were reported by Sridhar and Tu. (2) Their results are shown in

Figure 2, in which the dimensionless entrainment velocity is shown as a

function of curvature of the cylindrical surface. For convex surfaces,

entrainment per unit length increases as the radius of curvature decreases.

For convex surfaces, just the opposite occurs.

The literature review was p-imarily concerned with studies conducted

on the "C-Anda effect" and on "wall jets". Some of the material was

useful in our effort to develop a reliable analytical method for the

design of eductors incorporating the fluid attachment principle.

"PLANE SURFACE " -
DISTANCE ALONG SURFACE
PRIMARY JET THICKNESS

CONVEX SURFACE JET FLOW

JET FLOW AT GIVEN POSITION

Q CFOR A PuLAINE SURFACE

CONCAVE SURFACE 0.04-:

-0.02-4

-0.04-d

i ,, I i ..

-)A -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 .1 O 0.3 0.4

CURVATURE IN,

FIGURE 2. Results of Sridhar and Tu( 2 ) for Dimensionless Entvairment
as a Function of Surface Curvature
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I
However, little was revealed that would provide the basis for a reliable

comparison of a Coanda eductor to other momentum transfer methods. It1 is, however, reasonable to assume that the performance of a Coanda eductor
will be similar tc that of an air ejector since both incorporate inlet

entrainmert regions fnr a high velocity motive jet to entrain ambient air,

a :onstant cross-sectional area mixing region, and a diffusor section to

increase the discharge pressure (see Figure 3). If this assumption is

valid, then from air ejector technology we can predict the performance for

Coanda eductors. Figure 4 shows anticipated performance for a family of

motive air supply pressures in terms of entrainment (Rw) and discharge

pressure.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The ultinate use of the mathematical model will be to predict mate-

rial transport rates for eductors employing the Coanda effect. The

material transport capabilities of the eductor are expected to be

related closely to tne air flow rate and the pressure drop developed

across the eductors. Thus, the mathematical model should permit predic-

tion of these two parameters as a function of design element3 including

fluid properties, primary jet velocity, and geometric design of a

specific eductor.

To develop a theoretical model within the time allotted, we identi-

fied three possible approaches. The first approach was to use model

theory which relies on dimensional analysis to permit scaling of data

from model to prototype. The second approach was to use similarity

theory. This involves simplifying assumptions to convert boundary layer

partial differential equations to total differential equations which are

easily solved. Similarity theory has been used successfully in modeling

wall jet flows.(3) The third potential theoretical approach involved

adapting an existing fluid flow computer code capable of numerically

solving the Naviei-Stokes equations for axial syrmetric qFow fields.

8
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Our first efforts were to briefly survey these theoretical approaches

to verify the plausibility of each for application to the present problem.

As a result of this survey, the decision was made to focus on the use of

an existing numerical computer code since it promised the most complete

prediction of the flow field and at the same time required the least

amount of experimental data as input. E:,-'h of the three alternative

mathematical approaches is described further in the following sectionis of

thi- report.

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF FLUID FLOW

The mathematical formulation of the differential equations for fluid

flow are obtained by making mass, force, and energy balances on a small

fluid element in space. These basic equations form the basis for theore-

tical attacks on the fluid flow problem. Although the full set of equa-

tions is too complicated to solve generally, they were listed to establish

the following:
"* Simplifying assumptions used in verious theoretical approaches

"* Identification of important physical parameters

* Description o,7 important bound&ry cond-tions

* Basis tor dimensional analysis.

The continuity equation results from a statement that mass is con-

served. For eylindrical coordinates, the continuity equation is

3t r•-r r) +r !A (Pve ) +Az (OVz)= (

where

p = fluid density,

t = time

r = distance measured in radial direction,

11



vr = fluid velocity in radial direction,

vr = fluid velocity in r direction,

vz = fluid velocity in z direction,

e = angular position measured around z axis,

z = distance measured in axial direction.

As written, Equation (1) applies to the three-dimensional flow of a

compressible fluid. For special cases, this equation may be appreciably

simplified.

The momentum equations are derived by balancing the forces on a

fluid element. Statically unbalanced forces are equated to the fluid mass

times its acceleration. Thus, it amounts to application of Newton's

second law of motion to a small fluid element. Hovever, deformation of

the fluid element by tangential forces must also be accounted for, and

this greatly complicates the equations of motion as compared to those for

nondeformable bodies. For three-dimensional flow, three separate momentum

equations result. Written in cylindrical coordinates, in terms of stress

components, the nomentum equations are as follows:

'v ve "vr ve2 Vp
r-component p + V r + r r

ar r 30 r 3z) / r

1B• ) 3T,' Tee Brz

+- 1rtrro + + Pg+ (2)
r 3r DO r az

/Dv av v8 v 6 v rve av I a
6-componenc p +- + Vz r + -

artr r D0 r r DO

r- rT +r e + + Pg0  (3)
(r ar r a0 az J

j 12



/Pz-covzn IVvz +ve avz + Vz IV

z-component p + vr ---+ -) ---. -ot i3r r l +i]( 3z( ! rzt Z az•

r 3r r a6 az

These momentum equations apply quite generally because simplifying

assumptions have not yet been made.

The energy equation is obtained from an energy balance written on a

small fluid element. In cylindrical coordinates it may be written in

terms of stress components as

P v( -- + V r- - + - -- + Vz a a ( q r - -
3r r MO r a0 rz

T pý rl rv + lay06 avz] [T v
-T --l vr- - +- -

\aT(/Lrav r raa zj rr a

!(.ve + Vv Vz]_ af-r(v•+ 1 ar

+ V0 lay + z J rO r r

r7~e r) J r~r r aej

+ rz( + avr) + (_1v )+ (5)
•rz -a-r +Oz TI-•--az aJ

where
Cvh= heat capacity at constant volume,

T : temperature,

k aT

qo -k 1 3 3T

r a1j 13



qz -k DTl
z _k

k = thermal conductivity.

The stress components which are included in Equations (2) through (5)
are defined as follows for a newtonian fluid.

2avr 2( 1
Trr 3 v)]

ýr

T0= -ii L ra +e f - 3" "

1av 1 avz

T = 2TO = - 1X- , +

V'- - 3 V

'zzaz rV V j

•zr = Trz = --- +ave]

I •) 1 v0  )vz
T) = T -o _ r a) + 1 -

)r r a

Equations (1) through (5) fully describe the flow of fluids in three-
space dimension. In practice, some degree of simplification is required
before these equations can be solved.
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DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

Any mathematical relationship which is dimensionally consistent may

be written as a relationship between dimensionless groups. The various

techniques of dimensional analysis identify the dimensionless groups for a

given physical problem. The utility of this approach is that it can

greatly reduce the number of independent variables which must be considered

in experiments. Once a relationship between dimensionless groups is

defined by means of model experimients, predictions can be made for proto-

types provided the numerical values taken by the various dimensionless

groups fall within the range investigated in model tests.

One way of deriving the important dimensionless groups for a problem

is based on simple mathematical operations oni the basic differential equa-

tions. This method is well described by Klinkenberg and Mooy.( 4 ) We have

used this approach with the momentum and energy equations, Equations (2)

through (5). The following dimensionless groups shown in Table 1 appeared

from this analysis.

TABLE 1. Dimlensionless Groups Obtained from Momentum
and Energy Equations

Name of Dimensionless Group Definition

Reynolds No., Re pdv/p

Prandtl No., Pr CpPIk

Eckert No., Ec v2 /Cvt

SEuler No., Eu P/Pv 2

Brinkman No., Br j•v 2 /kT

Specific Heat Ratio, y Cp/Cv

Froude No., ?r gd/V 2
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where

p = fluid density,

V = velocity,

p = viscosity,

Cp = heat capacity at constant pressure,
k = thermal conductivity,

Cv = heat capacity at constant volume,

T = temperature,

P = pressure,

g = acceleration dur to gravity,

d = diemeter.

A second approach to deriving important dimensionless groups is to

list all important parmeters for a given physical situation. The param-

eters can then be grouped as dimensionless ratios using standard tech-

niques. A hypothetical Coanda eductor is shown schematically in Figure 5.

In addition to the 12 geometric dimensions, flow properties expected to- be

importav,t includa: fluid density, fluid viscosity, specific heat, specific

heat ratio, thermal conductivity, temperature, velocity of primary air,

velocity of entrained air, and pressure drop across nozzle. Using the

Buckingham method( 5) for forming the dimensionless group, we obtain the

following expression for the ent-ained air flow'.

Entrained Flow = function (Re, Ma, Br, Eu, y, geometric length ratios) (6)

Primary Flow

where

Re = Reynolds No.

.1a = Mach No.
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ENTRAINUENT MIX ING. ZONE DIFFUSER
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wI width of primary air inlet slit

w - height of step separating jet and Coanda wall

"W3 =length of inlet cylinder upstream from primary air slit

]= angle of divergence of outlet diffuser

Q2 =angle of inclination of primary jet

Q3 =angle of convergence of inlet

ZI = length of mixing section (constant area)

'2 length of outlet diffuser

i 3 "length cf Coanda entrainment section

Z 4 =length of inlet transition

RI- radius of throat of nozzle

R2 = radius of curvature of Coanda en t rainment section

FIGURE 5. Schematic View of Hypothetical Coanda Eductor
Showing Geometric Parameters
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V
Br = Brinkman No.

Eu = Euler No.

y = specific heat ratio.

The Mach No. is closely related to the Eckert No. which appeared

earlier. From Equation (6), one could, in theory, perform experiments that

would provide the functional relationship between the groups. In practice,

too many experiments would be required to evaluate the relationship among

the five flow related groups and the 12 geometric ratios. The next step

in using the dimensional analysis approach would be to eliminate the groupsI of minor importance, and key on the several controlling groups. This step

was not accomplished in the present work.

SIMILARITY THEORY

Similarity theory is a method for simplifying the equations of motion

to a point where they can be solved. The term "similarity" derives from

the assumed shape of the velocity profile, which is assumed to tuve a pre-

scribed similarity at each downstream position, x. A classical example of

similarity theory is that used by Glauert(3) in his analysis of the wall

jet. Glauert's beginning point is the simplified, two-dimensional boundary

layer momentum equation written as

u -u + v au = a -u (7)

ax ay a

where

u = velocity in x direction,

v = velocity in y direction,

v = kinematic viscosity.
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A stream function, p, is defined satisfy the continuity equition:

-( xv (8)ax

and

= xu (9)ay

where

= stream function.

The continuity equation may be written as

a (xu) + L (xv) = 0 (I0)

By defining a new variable, n = yx n, the two partial differential equa-

tions, Equation (7) and Equation (10) are transformed to a total differen-

tial equation:

fill + ff', +af, 2 = 0 (11)

In Equation (11) the argument of the function, f, is n; a is a numerical

parameter related to n.

Glauert's(3) solution to Equation (01) provides velocity profiles

which agree well with experimental measurements, showing that the mathe-

matical assumptions made were justified. It is possible that similar

approaches could be made for axisymmetric flows encountered in the Coanda

eductor. No attempt was made to pursue the similarity theory approach

in this study.
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NUMERICAL MODEL BASED ON VORTICITY TRANSPORT THEORY

The following discusses the mathematical basis and the finite

difference method of solution used in the vorticity transport method.

Mathematical Basis

The differential equdtions governing Coanda eductor fluid flow are

derived from the two conservation laws:

e conservation of mass (continuity)

* conservation of mornertum (Newton's second law).

These equations written for incompressible, turbulent flow in

cartesian tensor form are:

Continuity:

aU. o0 (12)aA i

Momentumn:

Du 1 p +P ( 13)i
t(13)

In the above equations, time and spatial changes of the fluid density,

p, have been igrored (incompressibility condition).

Notation used in Equations (12) and (13) is as follows:

u. = velocity along ith coordinate

S x th space coordinate

P = pressure

t = time

E i = Eddy diffusivity tensor for momentum.
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The operator D/Dt is the substantial derivative defined as

A + a

The tensor index i (or j) for three-space takes values i = 1, 2 and 3.

Einsteinian notation is used where a repeated index implies summation over

the possible values i (or j) = 1, 2 and 3.

In the momentum Equation (13), we have neglected gravitational effects

and have assumed that the effects of Reynolds stresses (turbulent stresses)

may be approximated through the use of an eddy diffusivity, cij.

For the Coanda eductor study, it is possible to express the equations

of continuity and momentum in terms of axisymmetric coordinates, thus

using only the two-space coordinates z (axial) and r (radial). This

assumption ignores mean azimuthal variation of the dependent variables such

as mean azimuthal velocity (swirl). Also, the Coanda study is directed to

steady-flow oFeration of the eductor, hence time dependence may also be

eliminated in the equations of motion.

Thus, the equations which are used for analysis of the Coanda eductor

are the following steady-flow, axisymmetric equations of continuity and

motion:

Continuity:

I aur+v + . (14)
r ar az

Momentum:

r-direction,

au au. 2 + lp a ur. _ u) (15)
ur +(15)r p ar a -7- + ) -
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z-direction,

u3+ v az p 3z r 3r • + z z

In the above equations, u and v are velocity in the r and z direc-

tions, respectively, and the eddy diffusivity tensor is assumed to have
components er and Ez only.

Use of only the 6r and Ez components of momentum diffusion is to

assume that the diffusion coefficient for v-velocity and u-velocity are

the same in a given direction.

Vorticity Transport

In the application of numerical analysis we corsider solving Equa-

tions (14), (15) and 116) by finite-difference terhniques without further

simplification. However, we must devise some method to solve for pres-

sure, P. This may be done by taking the divergence of Equations (14) and

(15) and adding the results to obtain

v9P = - + (au + +v 2 3z . (17)

where the operator

-2 32 + I a 23

3r 2 r Ir az 2

In Equation (17), terms involving derivatives of Er and Ez have been

ignored for the sake ef this discussion. To obtain a solution to the

Coanda dynamics, Equations (15), (16) and (17) would be solved simulta-

neously. However, experience has shown that Equation (17) is difficult to

solve numerically because of required boundary conditions.
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To circumvent simultaneous solutions to the pressure equat-on and

associated difficulty with the boundary condition, one may choose to solve

an equivalent set of equations which eliminates pressure as an explicit

part of the analysis. This approach is called thK vorticity transport

method.

We define vorticity, w, as

au av (18)•)=3z 3r

A stream function, p, is defined by

u 1-2 and (19)
r ar

v a* L(20)r az

which identically satisfies the continuity Equation (14). An elliptic

partial differential equation is obtained for ip by substituting Equa-

tions (19) and (20) into (18) which yields

2 2

ar - r r 3z 
(221

Velocities u and v may be obtained by solving Equation (21) for i and then

solving the auxiliary Equations (19) and (20).

However, to obtain solution to Equation (21), the flow field vorticity,

,(r,z), must be known. A vorticity transport equation may be derived by

cross-differentiating Equations (15) and (16) and subtracting the latter

result from the former to obtain
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3r 3z 3r a3 a ar ar az oZ \

aera ( I ur)i a~ 32u a (av .~a aer+ 3 z
r ar / 3z azy ar 3r r az aZ

ae v 1a az 32v
- _ + - 0 *(22)

3r ar2 r ý ar az2

If the turbulent structure of the flow field is homogeneous and iso-

tropic, derivatives of er and Ez vanish and the vorticity transport equa-

tion becomes

auw• avw a /1_ awr\ a2w

- 4- - + Co - - + cO T (23)
atr az ar \r ar/ az

Note that pressure, P, does not explicitly appear in Equations (22) and

(23). Once thW vorticity solution is obtained (and hence, the velocity

solution), one may back-calculate pressure from Equation (17). Alttrna-

tively, pressure may also be caiculated using either Equation (15) or (16).

Description of the SYIJET Code (E-2inga Version)_

The Coanda version of the SYIJET code solves Equations (21) and (22)

along with the auxilia-y relationships Equations (19) and (?0), by finite-

diffirence techniques. rdowever, these equations are first scaled with the

dimensionless var.ables and pardmeters defired a.i follow:s:

R = rlr0

= z/ro , Z = z/D

U = u/v 0
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V = v/v0

S= ro/V

RE° = , (radial, turbulent Reynolds No.)
r Er

RE° = , (vertical, turbulent Reynolds No.)

In the above, roG is the characteristic radius of the Coanda eductor and v

is a ch&racteristic reference velocity which may be taken as the Coanda

slot velocity.

in their scaled form the governing equations become:

Stream Funcqtion:

S2Y T I aY 2Y

+ - RPl (24)TR2 R AR 3Z

Vortici ty Transport:

-- -= -- + (25)+u1 2V1 1 1a1 (e1
aR aZ REr (R2 R R REz (z2

along with the auxiliary relationships for velocity:

1 a (26)
2R aZ

V I alp (27)
R AR
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Terms invoiving derivatives -f REr and REz are not included in Equa-

tion (25) but are accounted for in the SYMJET code.

Finite Difference Grid System

The finite difference grid layout consists of two grid systems. One

grid is used to calculate the stream function, T, which provides informa-

tion to compute velocity components, U and V. This system coincides with

the physical boundaries ard is illustrated by the wider lines on Figure 6.

The stream function is calculated at the system interior intersection

points designated by the solid round symbols. The U components of the

velocity field are computed at vertical midpoints which are designated by

open circle symbols; whereas, the V components are computed at horizontal

midpoints (K coordinate) and designated by open box symbols. In this

manner, the stream function grid layout defines a system of cells with the

stream function, T, computed at each corner point (or set by boundary

conditions, as the case may be) and velocities defined at the center of

the cell face.

The second grid system is used to calculate vorticity, Q, and is

illustrated in Figure 6 by the narrow lines. This layout completely over-

laps the v grid (and physical system) with interior intersection points

centered in the cells which are defined by the Y grid system. These

interior grid points are indicated by crosses.

This staggered grid system is used for computational convenience in

treating boundary conditions and to permit direct evaluation of convective

transport terms at cell faces.

The T grid system is sized by NJ and NK grid points in the R direction

and vertical direction, respectively. The Q system has size NJ + 1 and

NK + 1 in the respective directions. Points on the V grid are indicated by

(j, k), whereas points on the P grid are speci 4 ied by (p, q). Vertical

spacing for the system is defired by AZ k which may be variable. Grid

spacing along the R coordinate is designated by AR.
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COMPUTATIONAL POINT LEGEND

0-U x-V

P j- P j P+l
q+1 A

kZK

-Ik-l ,Jk-I K-I

",- -- P ------

R j.1 1~p R j

FISURE 6. Typical Finite Difference Cell Illustrating
Indices for ip, Q, and V
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Difference Equations

Standerd difference representation is used wherever possible in this

discussion. Central differences are used for both first and second partial

derivatives except for convective terms where special upstream methods are

used. These methods are similar to those used by Torrance and Rockett(6)

and Runchal and Wolfshtein, " and details of the application here are

explained by Trent.(8) Techniques for uneven spacing are used for the

vertical differences.

Stream Function and Velocity

Consider the stream function grid system illustrated in Figure 6.

The finite difference representation of Equation (24) based on central

differences for both first and second partial derivatives is as follows:

I11 AR\ 1 A

22

R2+ ~A~- "•j,k R2 "j+l ,k + -A2 2R _-I ,k

AZk+Zkl ARk (AR)l A Rk '~~
2

+ Zkl(AZ .q'+ .k -lj~

AZk (AZk+l + AZk jk-l +jk R (28)

In the above difference equation, the quantity IjTk is the average value
vorticity at point (j,k), hence the over ar. This average value is used

since Q p~q does not lie on the T computational grid.

Velocity is calculated at cell faces by

Uj,k= Ri " k (Ilj,k j,k- 1)29)
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and

VJk T j,k )j-, (30)

Transport Equations

Referring to the p,q grid system illustrated in Figure 6, the differ-

ence representation of the steady flow vorticity transport Equation (25) is

written as (after collecting terms).

2 ( 1 -+ 1 ( R2) + 1 (•Uj,kl
Z~ RER 2  (2 - (jRkREzAZk AZk+AZ1 AZk+AZk-_1) RErR Rrp 2AR

+ uj,k + IUj-lkI- Ujilk) + (-2AZk Vj,kl + Vj,k + !Vj,k-Il

- V j,k. ap,q = • Uj.l,kI + Uj.lk) +
, RErAR2

S - Qpl,q + 1 lUj,kl - Uj,k) + 1r2

RrAR R2
R Q p+1l,q + (Nj,k-11 + V ,REzAZk

Sp,q_1 + (Vj,kl - vjk)AZ k +AZ k-1) 2A RE zAZ k

_A (31)
zk+AZk+l)l sp,q+l 29
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The SYMJET code solves the xwo difference Equations (28) and (31) by

Gauss-Siedel iteration. Iteration is continued until the computed velocity

meets a particular convergence criterion. Although this criterion is left

to the discretion of the user, computation in the present work was carried

out until the maximum relative change in velocity for the entire flow field

was less than l103 for one iteration.

Pressure Calculation

The pressure developed by the Coanda nozzle was predicted from the

computed velocity profiles using the z-direction momentum equation. For

steady state, axisymmetric flows, the z-direction momentum equation is

ý_ +v LV P+ 1 _ k (16
+pz r a r 1 z 2" 1

Along the center-line, r=o, this equation may be simplified. By

symnetry u=o, and K = o. Equation (16, may be written as

1 aP av (aEz v2v + a 2V
P -z z 5-•- / r • +Ez r[ (32)

This equation may be integrated with respect to z. When the integration

is carried out using the dimensionless quantities used in the SYMJEI" code,

the result may be written as
!• Z=2

/ [ v L Er @V E _
Po2 =v~ ar 2V + 1- 32- ý 1 dz. (33)

- o 0 R oo -v o Z2

Z=o

Equation (33) was solved numerically, using the velocity data generated by

the SYMJET code. Integration was performed using the trapezoidal rule.

The grid system used for the pressure calculation was identical to that

used for solution of the vorticity transport equations. The pressure

calculation was performed by a subroutine termed (PRESS) which was

appended to the SYMJET code.
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This method of calculating the developed pressure is only as correct

as the velocity profile data, and the coefficients of eddy viscosity which

are used to compute the integrand. The relative values of the three terms

in the integrand have been examined for several cases, and it appears that

the first term, -p-, which accounts for fluid acceleration, is dominant.

Thus the accuracy of the pressure calculation depends primarily on the

accuracy of the axial velocity profile.

Application of the SYMJET Code to the Coanda Eductor

A first step in application of the computer code was to develop a

computational routine which would permit definition of solid boundaries

from input. This routine is essential because the calculational grid

system used is different for each physically unique eductor. The routine

developed has proven highly satisfactory. All boundary conditions may be

specified from an input card, and the search routine maps the specified

boundary conditions onto the overal grid systev.

Initial flow calculations were carried out for an eductor geometry

which duplicated a small Coanda eductor which was available prior to the

beginning of this study. The grid system used for this eductor is shown

in Figure 7.

At the cernter of the nozzle, the boundary condition require- that the

velocity gradient in the radial direction be zero. Along the outer walls

of the eductor, the no-slip criteria (velocity zero at solid wall) was

used. At the outlet, velceity p-ofiles wera specified; at the inlet (top)

of Figure 7), the free-flow boundary condition was used, This condition

requires only that the streanmlines remain straight as they enter. At the

primary jet opening, the velocity was specified.

The unequal grid spacing evident in Figure 7 was required to ade-

quately handle flow issuing from the primary jet. Initial attempts to use

an equal spacing, with only a single-mesh node being within the primary

jet, failed to converge.
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FIGURE 7. Calculational Grid System Showing Boundary
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Only the inlet section of the Coanda eductor was included in the cal-

culational grid system. Although it is possible to include downstream

regions, this would substantially increase the number of calculational

nodes and the computer time. This was considered unnecessary fcr initial

runs.

Results for a typical case in which the total air flow was five times

the flow of the primary air are presented in Figure 8. The shape of the

streamlines demonstrates that the primary jet becomes attached to the

outer wall of the eductor, and entrains additional air.

I/ / ,"//
/ /

C //
// / -

F/ / / 7 " /

,/ A~NNULAR? GAP-I-

0.a 0 00.
RRDIRL DIREC710N. R/R0

FIGURE_8. Streamlines Predicted for an Entrainment Ratio of 5
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k
Figure 9 shows results obtained for a lower entrainment ratio. The

total air flow was reduced by lowering the specified outlet velocity. The

total flow leaving through the outlet (bottom of Figure 9) was slightly

lower than that entering through the primary air slit. Flow separation

occurred near the center of the nozzle, with a part of the primary air

exiting through the normal inlet. It is worth noting that this type of

behavior could not be predicted using similarity theory because the veloc-

ity profiles are not similar at the various downstream positions.

It. . . . I i

I

J , 0--i )/ 6J q tyi

FIGURE 9. Streamlines Predicted for an Entrainment Ratio of 0.8
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For the cases shown in Figures 8 and 9, the eddy viscosity was taken
as constant throughout the flow field. This is a recognized oversimpli-

fication which was subsequently shown to be a serious limitation of the

calculational code.

In addition to the streamline output shown in Figures 8 and 9, the

SYMJET program prints velocity components, stream functions, and vorticity

at each flow node.

Application of the SYMJET code to the eductor geometries considered

in the present study led to discovery of problem areas not evident from

the results shown in Figures 8 and 9. These problem areas and their

solutions are discussed below.

Problem Area 1. Arbitrary Specification of Outlet Velocity

As is evident from Figure 7, initial predictions were done using a

velocity profile specified at the outflow boundary of the eductor. It was

recognized that arbitrary specification of a velocity profile was not

strictly correct, but the degree of error resulting from this procedure

was not thought to be controlling. When experimental data became available,

however, it became obvious that the model was not yielding accurate velocity

profiles.

The -ack of quantitative agreement between measured and predicted

velocity profiles prompted a modification in the specification of the

boundary conditions at the outlet of the eductor. In place of specifying

the velocity profile, the free-flow boundary condition was used. The

total flow leaving the eductor was determined by specifying the numerical

values of the center-line and wall streamlines. This free flow boundary

condition is physically equivalent to allowing the eductor to discharge

into an infinite volume.

This change in the outlet boundary condition did not appreciably

change the character of the flow field. It was concluded that the change

represented a theoretical improvement, but that use of a specified outlet

velocity profile was not the primary cause for the discrepancy between

measured and predicted flow fields.
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Problem Area 2. Inclusion of Mixing Section in Computational Field

Use of the free flow boundary condition at the outlet of the entrain-

ment section of the eductor was recognized as unreal. Physically this

boundary condition is equivalent to operation of the eductor without the

mixing tube. In order to assess the degree to which use of this boundary

condition would influence the results, an experimental eductor was operated

without the mixing section. It was determined experimentally that the

pressure distribution and velocity profiles were significantly affected by

the absence of the mixing section and it was concluded that the calcula-

tional model must include the mixing tube as well as the entrainment

section.

The computational grid system was expanded to include the mixing tube.

The most obvious effect of this change was a marked improvement in the

rate of convergence of the model. Although the flcw field and pressure

drop changed to a limited extent, inclusion of the mixing sectior did not

eliminate the tendency of the model to predict a flow separation where

none was observed experimentally. Also, inclusion of the mixing section

did little to improve the capability of the model to predict the thin,

high velocity wall jet which was observed to flow along the wall of the

entrainment section. Typically the model predicted a wider, more diffuse

wall jet than was observed experimentally.

Problem Area 3. Constancy of Radial and Axial Components of Eddy Viscosity

At present, the SYMJET code allows for variations in eddy viscosity

only with the axial and radial directions. Er and Ez may be different,

but they must be constant for the entire flow field. Although this was

recognized as a limitation, past experience with the SYMJET code did not

indicate that this limitation would severely affect the validity of the

predicted flow fields.

The numerical values of Er and Ez were systematically varied to deter-

mine how sensitive the predicted flow fields depended on the input viscos-

ities. It was found that the value of Ez was critically important in deter-

mining whether the flow would attach or separate from the curved surface in
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the entrainment region. For E smaller than 0.012 ft 2/sec, the high

velocity primary jet would detach from the curved surface. For larger

values, the flow would remain attached, in agreement with experimental

measurements.

The numerical value of Er was relatively unimportant, and little

change in the flow field was observed when Er was varieo between 0.02 and

0.0002 ft 2 /sec.

The minimum usable value of Ez of 0.0012 ft 2/sec noted above corre-

sponds to a relatively high viscosity. Lse of a highly viscous fluid in

a Coanda eductor would be expected to alter the flow pattern compared to

that for air. The major anticipated effect would be to cause rapid thicken-

ing and dissipation of the primary jet. For a highly viscous fluid, one

would expect greater viscous dissipation of kinetic energy and therefore a

lower pressure gain than could be achieved with a low viscosity fluid.

This problem area can apparently be resolved only if a method is

developed for predicting the eddy viscosity at each point of the grid.

Suitably low viscosities (axial component) cannot be used in the SYMJET

code because the primary je+ will not remain attached to the curved surface

when realistic viscosities are used. Thus, in order to achieve an attached

flow, high viscosities must be used, and this leads to rapid dissipation of

the primary jet. In reality, the effective viscosity of the flowing fluid

varies greatly with position. Within the high velocity jet, turbulent

viscosities would be high, but for most of the volume, the viscosity would

be close to the molecular value.

Although development of a calculational code for predicting eddy vis-

cosities at each node was beyond the scope of this project, work published

by others very recently indicates that such a calculational scheme can be

considered to be "state-of-the-art" today. Important publications which

would serve as a base for incorporating a turbulence model include those

of Gibson and Spalding,(9) of Ng and Spalding,(l0) of Rotta,( 1 1 ,12) and

of Bradshaw and Ferriss.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The apparatus used iii the Experimental Program is shown in Figure 10.

The system comprised: A rotometer to measure the motive air flow, an

eductor nozzle with features for changing the inlet geometry, a constant

area mixing section, a diffuser, an orifice meter to measure the mixed flow

and a ,alve to regulate the back pressure on the system. The apparatus

was further instrumented to provide pressure and temperature data of the

motive air flow and the mixed motive and entrained air flow.

Velocity Profiles

Flow field data was gathered by pitot tube which was mounted on a

precision x-y table with features for adjusting the angle of the pitot tube

with respect to the axis or the educto-., (Figure 11). The flow field data

in the eductor inlet region was taken on a horizontal radial plane.

Pressure Developed

The back pressure or pressure gain across the eductor was measured at

the outlet of the diffuser section. The data was taken by liquid manometer

and pressure gauge.

Calibration of temperature and pressure instrumentation was by conven-

tional means. Pressure and differential pressure were measured by liquid

manometer where practical. Both the pitot tubes and the orifice meter

(Figure 12 and 13) were calibrated witn a Dresser-Industrial flow meter,

Model 7M 125. For each condition of motive air pressure used, the roto-

meters were calibrated against the orifice meter. Calibration of the

0.036 in. O.D. - 0.020 in. I.D. pitUt tubes found them both to have a

velocity coefficient of unity.

ror most of the experiments, motiie air was supplied by a portable-

diesel powered 250 scfm - 120 psig rotary compressor.
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Entrainmen+

The moL'- ,• ir flow was measured by rotometers. The mixed motive and

entrained flow was measured by an orifice meter. The entrainment ratio was

calculated from the measured primary flow and total flow.

Geometries Studied

Eductor inlet geometry was modified by the use of machined inserts.

Figure 14 shows three inserts which provided educte:s with: 0.5 in.

curvature - 6.0 in. diameter motive air annulus, 0.5 in.l curvature -

4.0 in. diameter motive air annulus, and 0.33 in.- curvature - 6.0 in.

diameter motive air annulus. TL., motive air annulus gap was adjusted by

the addition or removal of shim material.

In all, some 7500 individual experimental measurements were made.

During the study, Table 2 lists the com.binations of inlet geometry and

annulus dimensions that were experimentally examined.

IABLE 2. Experimental Eductor Geometries

Eductor Annulus Annulus
Curvature Diamteter Gap

-in.- 1  -in. -in.

0.5 6.0 0.006

0.5 6.0 0.01,

0.33 6.0 0.006

0.5 4.0 0.006

0.5 4.0 0.009

0.5 4.0 0.010

0.5 4.0 0.014

0.5 4.0 0.015

0.5 4.0 0.020
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Material Transport

The experimental apparatus was modified (Figure 15) for material

transport experiments. The modification included an inclined feed chute

and a gas tight collection box which allowed orifice meter measurement of

the mixed motive and entrained air during the conveying tests. Material

transport rates were determined by material balance as a function of time.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The information of interest that was ga hered experimentally during

this study included; the static pressure dis:ribution within the inlet

region of the eductors, the velocity and direction of the flowing gases,

the downstream developed pressure and the ratio of the entrained air to the

motive air supplied to the eductors.

Velocity and Pressure Prof~ies

Effect of Geometry

Of particular interest was the effect of inlet eductor geometry and

the motive air annulus gap on the flow fields and pressure profiles.

Flow fields and pressure profiles were measured on the eductor nozzle

with a curvature of 0.50 in.- 1 . The eductor had a two inch throat diameter,

a six inch annular orifice diameter and a 0.006 in. annular gap. Figure 16

shows the flow field for an entrainment of 2.l5. For this condition there

is a flow reversal causing a discharge of air from the center region of the

eductor. The back pressure regulating valve was then further opened to

allow an entrainmert of 2.62. Figure 17 presents similar data for this

condition. Comparing these data sho:s that with the increase in entrain-

ment, the flow reversal collapsed and that a stationary eddy circulation

ncw exists in the inlet region of the eductor. An eductor nozzle with a

curvature of 0.33 in. -l was installed in the e..perimental apparatus. As in

the previous geometry above, the eductor had a two inch throat diameter, a

six inch annular orifice and a 0.006 in. annular gap. Flow fields and

pressure profiles were measured for entrainment conditions of 2.62 and

0.0 in Figures 18 and 19. As in the case for the eductor with a curvature
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of 0.5 in. ", the flow reversal experienced in low entrainment ratios dis-

appears and a stationary eddy circulation in the inlet region is estab-

lished. For both the case of the 0.5 in.. curvature and the 0.33 in.-

curvature a mo ive air supply of 40 scfm was used.

EffeLt of Cylindrical Mixing Section

Reasonaole agreement was not achieved between values measured experi-

mentally and those predicted by the analytical model. It was postulated

that the analytical treatment of the eductor outlet as a free flow boundary
might be the cause of this disagreement in that the experimental apparatus
included a two inch diameter, twelve inch long cylindrical mixing section

attached to the eductor outlet. Experiments were performed to determine

the effects of the mixing section on the flow field of an eductor with a

curvature of 0.50 in.-1, an annulus diameter of 6.0 in. and an annular gap

of 0.011 in. Data was gathered on the eductor with the two inch diameter

mixing section attached to the outlet. The apparatus was then modified to

effectively provide a free flow boundary aL the eductor outlet (Figure 20).

For both configurations, the motive air supplied to the eductor was 40 scfm.

The results of these experiments showed that a significant effect on the

flow field and performance was experienced by the inclusion of tha two inch

diameter mixing section. For the eductor with the two inch diameter mixing

section, the maximum entrainment was 2.0. In the case of the eductor with

the free flow boundary at the outlet, the maximum entrainment achieved was

only 1.0. Figures 21 and 22 show the flow fields for the two conditions.

Evaluation of these data led to the conclusion that the cylindrical mixing

section must be incorporated into the mathematical model.

Performance

Effect of Geornetry

Of particular interest to this study was the effect on eductor perfor-

mance from variations in geometry of the inlet region. The performance

factors most importdnt to the end usage of these eductors are the ratio of

the entrained air to the motive air and the developed pressure capabilities.

Data were gathered to investigate the effect on these performance factors.
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FLOW FIELD

EDUCTOR CURVATURE - 0.50 IN.-1
MOTIVE FLOW -40 SCFM
ANNULUS DIAMETER - 4.0 IN.,

ENTRAINNMENT - 2.0
12 INCH LONG MIXING SECTION

r~IGR 21 rlo Fiel Case No~ a- A. 8 .

,53
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FIGURE 21. Flow Field Case No. 8
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FLOW FIID -1
EDUCTOR CURVATURE -050 IN.-
MOTIVE FLOW - 40 SCFM
ANNULUS DIAMETER - 4.0 IN.
ENTRAINMENT - 1.0

FREE FLOW OUTLET BOUNDARY

_.*.*- ...-. / . ..4../.- -. -. /

FIGURE 22. Flow Field Case No. 7
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Flgures 23, 24, and 25 show the developed pressure or pressure gain across

the eductor as a function of motive flow. Each plot shows two values,

representing the maximum pressure developed against a blockage and the

minimum pressure developed when the valve on the discharge piping of the

experimental apparatus was fully opened. In each of the three cases the

dimension of the annular gap was 0.006 in. The three geometries were:

0.33 in."- curvature - 6.0 in. diameter annulus, 0.50 in.- 1 curvature -

6.0 in. diameter annulus and 0.50 in.-l curvature - 4.0 in. diameter

annulus. Comparison of the data shows that an increase in curvature pro-

duces higher pressure capabilities and that a decrease in annulus diameter

also produces higher pressure capabilities. The eductor with the 0.50 in.- 1

curvature and 4.0 in. diameter annulus was evaluated for the effect of

variations in the motive air annular gap. Figures 26, 27, 28, and 29

similarly present data as before for gap dimensions of 0.006 in., 0.009 in.,

0.014 in., and 0.020 in. Analysis of these data indicates that the system

capability to produce pressure against a blockage optimizes with the

eductor having a motive air annulus gap of approximately 0.009 in.

Of equal importance to eductor usage for pneumatic conveying is ratio

of entrained to motive air. The experimental data showed that the highest

entrainment ratios were achieved for low motive air inputs with eductors

having a large motive air annulus diameter and a low curvature (Figure 30).
For the higher motive air inputs, the difference in the entrainment from

one eductor geometry to another was not as significant. Figures 31 through

35 present the entrainment versus motive flow for eductor geometries of

0.50 in.-I curvature - 6.0 in. diameter annulus - 0.010 in. gap and

0.50 in. -l curvature - 4.0 in. diameter annulus with annulus gaps of

0.006 in., 0.009 in., 0.014 in., and 0.020 in. These data show that as

the dimension of the motive air annulus gap is increased, the entrainment

is decreased for all motive flow conditions.

Effect of Back Pressure

In that the entrainment of atmospheric air will be reduced during

material transport operations, the developed pressure as a function of the
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entrainment ratio is of special interest. Fioure 3" pe:eents the entrain-

ment ratio versus developed pressure or back pressiýre for a family of motive

flow conditions in an eductor with a curvature of 0.150 in.-*, an annulus

diameter of 4.0 in. and an annulus gap of 0.0010 in. Figures 37 and 38 show

similar data for the same eductor when the annuliar gap is increased to

0.014 in. and 0.020 in. with motive flows of 190 scfm and 228 scfm,

respectively. From this, it is shown that a reduction in performance is

experienced when the annular gap is increased from 0.014 ýn. to 0.020 in.

Material Transport

The experimental apparatus was further modified for experiments

involving the pneumatic conveying of crushed rock materials. The modifi-

cations included: A collection chamber for the conveyed material which

would allow the measurement of the volume of mixed motive and entrained

air, an inclined feed table and instrumentation to measure the pressure

drop through the conveying duct. The eductor section was fitted with a
metal inrert which provided an inlet geometry of 0.50 in.- 1 curvature and

4.0 in. iNý,et-Cr annulus. The crushed rock material used for the experi-

ments was a 3/8 in. minus having a bulk density of 81.5 lb/ft 3 .

Figure 39 shows the material conveying rate as a function of the

motive air flow. Included is the motive air pressure supplied to the

eductor, and the calculated horsepower to compress the air at that flow

condition. It should be noted that during the tests using 50 scfm motive

flow, the velocity of the conveying air in the duct was insufficient to

maintain fluidized transport while conveying at the rates measured. For

the higher motive flow used in the experiments, the velocity in the convey-

ing duct when no material was being processed was 6820 ft/min. During the

conveying operations, while processing crushed rock at a rate of 4 tons

per hour, the velocity of the conveying gases was reduced to an average of

4600 ft/min. At this conveying rate, the pressure drop through twenty feet

of conveying ductwork averaged two inches of water.

Most of the data gathered to support the development of the nmathe-

matical model was taken in the ii;let region of the eductor. These data
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are presented in Figures 40 through 47. These pnysical measurements may

be used in evaluating mathematical models designed to predict the perfor-

mance of Coanda eductors.

COMPARISON OF MODEL PREDICTIONS WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As noted earlier in this report, the lack of an eddy viscosity model

has prevented the satisfactory prediction of flow fields in Coanda eductors.

The comparison presented here is designed to elucidate the differences

between the computed and experimental results.

VELOCITY AND PRESSURE PROFILES FOR CASE I

For this case, the primary air flow was 39.5 scfm, the inlet slit

width was 0.006 in., the slit diameter was 6 in., the radius of curvature

of the entrainment section wis 3 in., and the entrainment ratio was 2.62.

The axial velocity profile measured at the entry to the constant cross

section mixing section is compared to that predicted in Figure 48. It is

apparent that the wall jet does not diffuse as rapidly as predicted by the

theory. This discrepancy stems from tne relatively high viscosity 1sed

in the SYMJET solutiun to this problem. When lower ýiscosities were tried,

the jet detached from the curved surface a short distance dcwnstredm from

the inlet.

The centerline pressure distribution computed from the model is com-

pared to that measured experimentally in Figure 49, In the inlet region,

reasonable agreement between the measured and predicted profiles is shown.

However, after tihe maximum in pressure is reachE., the numerical model pre-

dicts a much greater drop in pressure than actually occurs. This discrep-

ancy is apparently caused by inaccuracies in the centerline velocity pro-

file. It is plausible that the predicted pressure distribution could

actually be obtained if the Viuid possessed the viscosity assumed in the

model.
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VELOCITY AND PRESSURE PROFILES FOR CASE II

Experimental and theoretical profiles are worth comparing for this

case because this geometry was found experimentally to be optimum among the

cases studied experimentally. The primary air flow was 140 scfm, the inlet

slit width was 0.006 in. , the slit diameter was 4 in., the radius of

curvature of the entrainment section was 3 in., and the entrain,nent ratio

was 2.57.

The axial velocity profile measured at the entry to the constant cross

section mixing section is compared to the predicted profile in Figure 50.

As before, the theoretical profile is nuch flatter than the measured pro-

file. It is thus apparent that the viscous flattening occurs for this

case also.

Experimental and theoretical pressure profiles are compared in Figure

51. As was observed for Case I, reasonable agreement is observed near the

inlet, but the curves diverge after the maximum in pressure is passed.

This discrepancy is apparently caused by inaccuracies in the centerline

velocity profile: which are attributable to the high values of viscosity

used.
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